An Overview of The End
This packet is an overview of my project The End.
The mission of The End is to create space for its participants to confront mortality with
small daily reflections on life’s meaning and fears about death. As I wrote in the first
open call for applications to play:
The End is a contemplative game that imagines how we live differently when we
are consciously aware we will die. Using a blend of performance and alternate
reality game, The End is an opportunity to engage in examinations of our fears
about mortality, to become brave in the face of them, and by thinking about what
is wanted out of life, fully make the most of the time we have.
The game is a four-week experience that has at its core a conversation via text message
between each audience member and a character called “The End,” an embodiment of
death. The End, performed by live actors, guides players using a unique deck of cards,
helping them choose a daily “quest,” or small experiential exercise. From writing one’s
own obituary to strolling through a cemetery, listening to a guided mediation to roleplaying life-threatening news in a doctor’s office, the game’s quests encourage players to
step back and reflect on their lives and the eventual end of them. Over the course of a
month, the game’s “journeyers” build a customized mission for their gameplay and create
narratives about themselves with The End that capture the meaning they find in their
existence. At the close of the month, players meet each other and the team running the
game at a final party where they bid The End goodbye. The experience of the game was
captured well in the words of one of its players:
The End, gently, joyfully, and subtly makes you realize that accepting the fact and
presence of death is the key to living a fuller, more engaged life.

When I’m speaking at conferences or in academic settings, I used fancy words like
“interactive theatrical role-play,” “simulation-based learning,” or “alternate reality
gaming” to try and capture the way that the game is both a performance and a process.
The End is one part theater, one part game, and one part self-reflection retreat. It’s a
durational improvisation. It’s a narrative made by collage rather than linear path. It’s a
play that requires the audience to embody the main role. Most of all, it’s storytelling that
asks active participation of players: a body that has no soul until the player brings it in.
I believe the central thing that made The End successful, particularly as an experiment in
storytelling, was the way it required this authorship of its audience. The content of the
piece IS them and is played as users are living their lives, potentially allowing any
moment’s thought or action to become part of a larger narrative thread we explored over
the month. Players chose the intensity with which they engaged in each topic, always
empowered to drop a card’s quest if it wasn’t resonating or dig deeper on those that did.
It allowed a different kind of narrative accrual, one that built over substantive time spent
together. Not limited to what can be made cohesive in a single read or 2-hour time span,
The End gave audiences time to ponder the same thing again and again, working and reworking the clay of their lives into a form that felt satisfying.

Because each player’s experience of it was wildly different – undertaking different
quests, focusing conversation on different themes – and because those conversations are
deeply personal to them, it can be tricky to document this project. What you’ll see in the
pages following are both archives of the May 2017 run of the game as well as excerpts of
the online documentation on its research sources, public lectures/writing and a snapshot
of the quantitative analysis we’ve done on the project since its completion.

As lead artist and producer I oversaw every step of The End’s creation from research to
content-writing, leading the core creative team in building the mechanics of interaction
and structure of play and ensure the project’s ethical implications in practice. The other
key collaborators involved in the May 2017 version were:
Director/Lead Writer: Adrienne Mackey
Designer: Maria Shaplin
Lead Guide & Simulation Expert: Katonya Mosley
Community Engagement Coordinator: Liz Green
Dramaturg/Production Stage Manager: Samantha Wend
Performer Guides: Eun Jung Choi, Anita Holland, Jenna Horton, John
Hawthorne, Martha Stuckey, Bradley Wrenn
“News” Performers: Rupal Pujara, Nicole Quenelle, Janice Rowland Radway
The contents of this packet include:
-

A summary “walkthrough” with actual quotes from players and images taken
from social media that they posted during their game play
The stated rules of the game
Sample card images and written quest content
A sample text dialogue between a player and the character of The End
Images of the game (taken both by players during the month and by a professional
photographer at the final party)
A selection of mid-game social media posts from players
An overview of current data analysis on the game
A snapshot of the other avenues for public interaction with the game outside its
May 2017 run

A Summary of Swim Pony’s The End
Throughout May 2017, nearly sixty people engaged in The End, a blend of alternate
reality game, text message conversation and theatrical installation that encouraged them
to reflect on dying as a means to understand what it truly means to live. Audience
members were led through a personalized journey in which they undertook daily quests,
carefully guided by a mysterious entity called “The End.”
The End was a glorious, joyous, unexpected, and complicated piece that
has changed my life. I've learned an entirely new mindset with which to
face life and I am forever grateful.
The premise was simple: by taking time each day to stop and consciously confront
mortality, one engages more deeply and lives more fully. The mode of performance, on
the other hand, was massively complex and included fifty-two possible challenges
delivered via an online web portal, a set of original cards and game pieces mailed to each
player, a team of eleven creators texting over 31,000 messages, and a host of “real world”
experiences at locations including three Philadelphia parks, a historic mansion, and a
Center City office building.

Daily quests came in a variety of forms,
always drawn with the help of “The End”
on the other end of a text message line,
and might lead players to write their own
obituary, take a walk imaging a loved
one, or listen to a live person on lead them
through a guided meditation via phone.
In Card 9, “Musing on the Night,” players
stare up at the sky as they ponder the
scale of the universe and their individual
place within it. As one player said just
after the experience completed:
There is something so special about what
just happened. A strangers voice wanting
to help another recognize her own
aliveness. Yes useful and inspiring.
For Card 13, “News,” players were
required to attend an in-person
appointment at a center city office where
they undertook a solo role-play that
dropped them into the experience of
receiving a terminal diagnosis.

Despite its intensity, many cited this card as one of the most memorable and affecting and
gave them a better understanding of how they might respond when such an experience
was encountered in “real” life:
When I described it to my mom she said that
was exactly how she felt when she had her
cancer diagnosis.
The game’s structure slowly increases in intensity –
both in terms of content explored and in the ways
the game asks players to interact with it. As they
learn the different options the cards they hold offer,
they are encouraged to grab agency in how they
want to play. Always guided by a “mission” that
leads each individual’s path, “The End” ultimately
seeks not to help players win based on some
external predetermined metric of success, but by
realizing that maximizing life is about making the
most of the hand we are dealt.
Something I remarked to a friend is that I
expected playing the end to make me feel
sad or melancholy but every day I play I end
up feeling more joyful and more
appreciative of being alive.
This response, in so many ways, gets at the heart of what The End strives to do. In a
culture that is afraid to talk openly about dying, we rob ourselves of opportunity to truly
understand what it means to live. The positive
effects of simply being able to talk about death – in
all its gnarly and scary inevitability – paid huge
dividends in the lives our players throughout the
course of their month-long play of the game.
[My wife] and I are communicating better since I
have been sharing The End experiences with her.
Being a part of The End has pushed me to love
harder, be more present, breathe more, and be
thankful for all of the trappings of being a human.
How truly lucky I am to have been a part of it.
Moments before I played the last card of The End,
my friend called and told me his mother had just
passed away. I've never felt more prepared to love
someone through grieving and that comes as a
direct result from playing The End.

The final week of gameplay features
quests designed to take the gathered
experiences from the first three weeks
and challenge the player to put those
lessons into action in their lives. Cards in
this week include naming one’s health
care proxy, taking a first step to resolve
lingering regrets from the past, or
articulating the specifics of what a final
legacy might be.
The experience ends with a last reveal:
the players arrive at an address given out
just days before. The site is a historic
cemetery and a party is underway in their honor. Having said goodbye to “The End”
earlier in the day, they are now invited to meet each other and the team behind text
message in a celebration of their experiences, toast to the discoveries they have found
over the course of four weeks of experiential contemplation and find small incentives to
help them carry these lessons forward into the rest of their lives.

Part theater, part game, part active meditation, this unusual trans-medial experience is
one that offers a unique chance to understand the meaning of one’s life. In the words of
one player:

The End should be required for all human beings.

Rules of The End
Below you see the text offered to players as the rulebook for playing The End. Before
seeing this language a player would have received a package containing a journal, set of
postcards, deck of playing cards, and an invitation to an event at the end of the month.

Daily Play:
1. The game runs from 7:30 AM to 11:30 PM each day. You can play anytime
within those hours. At the start of each day, you will receive a text asking you to
text back when you’re ready to draw.
2. You can text whenever you want to start the first phase: Drawing Your Card.
When you respond saying you’re ready, you will be guided through selecting a
card for the day, which will provide you with that day’s quest.
3. After you’ve drawn your card, you’ll be given the info you need to receive the
quest for that card at www.welcometotheendgame.com. You’ll be reminded of
that site, but you might want to bookmark it in preparation.
4. Once you’ve drawn, you can Play Your Card whenever you want during the day.
You can play immediately after you draw, you can mull the quest over or you can
wait until you’re at a particular place before completing it – whatever works for
you.
5. The daily quest is the heart of the experience. The 15-20 minutes of gameplay
requested of you each day is the amount of time each of these challenges can be
completed in. Many of them could take longer if you want to dive deeper, and
often they are accompanied by links or info that offer you a chance to further

enrich your experience if you have the time and desire to do so, but these are
auxiliary to the primary gameplay.
6. After you’ve played your quest, the final step is a brief Reflection instigated by
texting back a word representing your quest experience. You’ll learn more about
this part as you begin; it is heavily responsive to your play style.
7. Though it’s not a required part of the game, you are welcome and encouraged to
keep notes or journal about any part of your experience, even when not explicitly
guided to do so. Other journeyers have found that a rewarding way to process and
remember their explorations.

Additional Gameplay Guidelines:
• On any day you can text REST and that will be a signal that you can’t play today
or can’t finish a card you’ve started.
• On any day you can text STOP and that indicates that you want to end the game
entirely.
• Know that if you text either of the above words, The End will follow up to
confirm your choice.
• The End will also check in with you if you go completely without contact for
several days in a row.

Sample Cards from The End
The End is played with a unique deck of cards, designed by Maria Shaplin, that are
mailed to the player before the start of the game. Each day, a player chooses a card and
then heads online to read further about what specifics of the card’s quest entails. Cards
vary in requirement from writing exercises, concrete end-of-life research, to
contemplative thought experiments and physical activities like taking a walk, acting-style
roles plays and guided meditations.
Below is an image of the first 13 cards in the game, which make up Deck I (there are
three decks total). On the following pages you will find a selection of additional card
images from Decks II and III with short descriptions of their prompts and then three
examples of the full text a player would encounter in the online portal to undertake a
card’s quest.

Card 36: Last Meal

Card 38: In Memoriam

Player creates a menu of the last meal
they’d like to eat on this earth

Player brings an image of a deceased loved
one, writes a letter in their honor and adds
it to a communal installation of images

Card 18: In Lieu of Flowers

Card 19: The Last Word

Player takes a meditative walk, mentally
noting where death might be present

Player writes an imagined version of
their own obituary

Card 16: How I Go

Card 27: Facing Fear

Player creates a list of the most likely
causes of their eventual demise

Player spends 5 minutes in quiet meditation
on what about dying scares them most

Card 20: This Lovely World

Card 26: The Fun in Funeral

Player recalls the most memorable smell,
touch, taste, touch and sights of their life

Player creates a party plan for their own
memorial and shares it with someone

CARD 35 – Marking Time
In 1952 at the age of 26 John Coltrane bought
a home at 1511 N 33 Street in Philadelphia.
While living in this home he undertook a
grueling practice regime, signed his first
record contract and lived daily life with his
mother, aunt and first cousin. Standing on the
sidewalk today, one can imagine lingering
outside the Coltrane’s window and hearing
notes float down to the street below. One can
almost imagine a sign commemorating the
instant it occurred:
rd

Here lies the house
where the Train first turned Blue…
You know that feeling of a moment –
however small – that needs marking? That
feeling when an event in life resonates enough
that it feels like there should be something to
memorialize it by? It’s the sensation of
visiting a place you used to live and for a
moment recalling the memories you had while
living there. It’s the reaction to a street you
walked on the moment after ending a love affair, one that makes you just a touch sad,
even a decade later. Places hold the memories of who we have been. They layer our lives
on their physical space like sediment, like fossils stacked atop each other miles deep.
As you move through your day, take in your immediate surroundings and imagine a
series of historic markers that would make visible the events of your life that have taken
place in the space that surrounds you. Where have you lived, worked, and played? Think
about your life leaving a physical echo, a footprint, and imagine it reverberates in the
spaces you have moved through. What kinds of markers would you leave behind? What
would they look like and what would you want them to say?

Pick one spot and draw a rough sketch of a placard. When you’re done,
text a word that is emblematic of this quest or a picture of your marker
to complete this quest.

CARD 8 – To Be A Tree
If one were to crown a single line from
Shakespeare’s canon as most famous, they’d be
hard-pressed to choose any but the Act III
Scene 1 soliloquy in Hamlet, delivered by the
play’s eponymous suicidal prince:
To be, or not to be - that is the question.
Many many an actor have taken a stab at this
laconic Dane: Kenneth Branagh, Mel Gibson,
David Tennant, Maxine Peake, Laurence
Olivier, Adrian Lester, Benedict Cumberbatch,
one could go on all day… Clearly there’s
something catching about the Bard’s question of
what lies in wait when we shuffle off this mortal
coil. It’s hard not to wonder what exactly it
feels like when one ceases “to be,” what it
means to head into that undiscovered country
from “whose bourn no traveller returns.” How
do we understand what it means:
To die, to sleep No more.

Today your quest is a guided meditation on what it means “to be.”
Head outside to a quiet spot where you won’t be disturbed and have a view of a tree. Find
a place to sit, stand, or lie down nearby. You will need your phone. If you can, you might
also want to bring a pair of headphones.
When you’re there, settle in your spot and pull out your phone. If you brought them,
now’s also the time to plug the headphones into your phone’s audio jack.

When you’re all set, text the word “here” to begin.
[Note: Once a player sends the “here” text they would receive a phone call
from a live performer during which they would be led through a guided
meditation. A recorded version of this experience can be found HERE.]

CARD 13 – News
At medical schools all across the world,
doctors-in-training are practicing skills to
become doctors in the real world. Some of that
education includes courses in physiology of
the body and the progression of diseases
through a variety of human systems. Others
include the finer points of asking health
history or administering a physical exam. And
increasingly, there’s also a push towards
empathic training – giving medical students a
chance to practice the experience of talking
about difficult diagnoses or being with
patients who are struggling to cope with the
impact of an illness on their lives.
As the University of Pennsylvania’s
standardized patient program shows, students
find great benefit in getting to practice going
through this kind of tough stuff in a role-play
before having to encounter it in actual clinical
settings:
Actually going through an experience like this is much better than just
reading or talking about it. I thought I knew what I was going to say, but it
was much harder actually getting thoughts and words out.
In a way, this might be said of any kind of “practice” or “rehearsal.” It’s a chance to try
out an experience, reflect on how it moves through us and come back with a fuller
understanding for such challenges in the future. No doubt, it’s a good thing for doctors to
rehearse their deliveries and responses to patients in such moments of intensity, but what
about the patients themselves? Might it also benefit those receiving a life-threatening
medical diagnosis to get a chance to practice as well?
People receiving news that death is imminent can experience a range of emotions
including feelings of numbness, intense waves of anger, or an overwhelming sense of
shock and being “unable to take everything in.” These responses are deeply physical,
grounded in the brain’s response to threats on its survival, and can be so all-consuming in
the moment that it can make it nearly impossible to take in even the most basic of
information being communicated to a patient.

For this quest you will participate in a brief role-play where you will
practice receiving this kind of news.

The experience of receiving your news will be short – less than 10 minutes – and you
won’t be asked to do anything more physically strenuous than sitting and playing a game
in which you have a short conversation and tap your finger. In that game you will
practice navigating the intense emotions of loss, confusion and frustration that inevitably
arise when hearing a doctor say that there’s nothing more that can be done.
For some journeyers this quest can be intense. It might be useful to leave a bit of time to
undertake an activity from your Card 12 quest – something that “shores” you up – a little
later today.

To complete the quest, head to your scheduled appointment and check
in with the security in the lobby.
Tell them you are headed to the 13th floor to see The End.

[Note: Players would subsequently receive instructions to travel to a high-

rise office building in downtown Philadelphia. When they arrive in the lobby
of the building they are greeted by name by the receptionist and ushered
down an official-looking hall to meet with “the doctor.”
Once in the room they would undertake an interactive role-play with an
actor (playing the doctor). A recording of that interaction, from the
perspective of the player, is found HERE.]

Sample Text Message Dialogue from The End
Each day of the game, players interact with The End via text message – played by a team
of live performers – to select a card quest and then engage in a live unscripted reflection
about the experience. The aim of this dialogue is to provide players a sense of being
witnessed, of having an audience as they enact this month-long story, and for us as game
makers to reflect back their progression. By slowly highlighting common themes they
bring up day to day, we create an artistic through line for them during the experience.
While the game conversations are not pre-written, I led performers in complex rehearsal
training on how best to guide players to their own self-realizations and keep text style
within a consistent character tone. To get a sense of this interaction, below are a series of
text message screenshots between a player and performer of The End talking about Card
29 (called “Accumulating Loss”) which asks the player to imagine changes in their
quality of life as the body deteriorates. In this case the player wonders about what it
would be like to loose the mental ability to pray.

Images from The End
Below are photos from The End’s 2017 run gathered from players during the month of
play and taken during the final party in which participants gathered together to celebrate
the completion of the month, as well as meet each other and the team running the game.

A card “altar” built by a player for Card 3: A Better Place

A player undertaking Card 38 – In Memoriam – an installation where one creates a letter
for a loved one who has died.

A player engaging in Card 13: News, a role-play during which one practices receiving an
end-of-life diagnosis

Deck II of the game

Players meeting and toasting each other as part of the final celebration

Two players who dressed for the occasion at the final gathering

Social Media from The End
Because so much of the game is played outside the view of the creators, documenting the
experience is tricky. One way we saw the project’s impact was in player social media
posting about the work. Here are just a few examples of players’ online postings of their
play experiences.

Data Analysis and Evaluation of The End
In addition to the experience of the game itself, the scope of The End as a project also
included extensive data gathering and analysis.

During the 2017 run, the creative team and I gathered extensive data as part of the game’s
intake, performance, and follow up. Over the next two years, I worked with two data
analysts – Anton Strezhnev of the University of Pennsylvania and Greg Sieber of Drexel
University – to mine our player logs for patterns across the entire cohort and to figure out
how to measure player engagement in the game’s overall themes and within individual
cards.
One key finding to highlight: before the game began I consulted with cognitive
psychologist Dr. Scott Barry Kaufman, who recommended the use of PERMA-Profiler’s
“Flourishing Scale” as a way to assess an individual’s mental health well-being in a
variety of categories. Based on this model, we asked players a series of questions before
and after the game, and then brought Kaufman the results for analysis of the responses’
significance. Overall, we showed an average increase in the well-being of participants
including statistically significant positive changes in a player’s:
§
§
§
§

Ability to receive help and support from others
Sense of direction in life
Decreased level of anxiety
Achievement of an overall feeling of happiness

A summative overview of all the data and visualizations of the findings was created by
Sieber as part of our work and is shared on the following four pages. This data was
shared publicly in an interactive online site as well.

Visualizing  


THE end
Total players

The End is an invaluable experiential lesson in presence. It’s so easy to be
weighed down by the details of life. The End reframes the experience of these
details from duty to opportunity. I am forever changed by playing The End,
and I hope it can continue to lift and empower journeyers to the beyond.”
“

After the completion of our May run in 2017, we realized the incredible wealth
of data we had at our disposal. While we designed the creative structure of
The End with the goal of creating the most engaged player experience
possible, a side benefit of using applications, intake surveys, and text
messaging as core components of the game was that we had generated an
incredibly robust archive of knowledge about players’ emotional state
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throughout the month of play, reflective quotes about their experience,
metrics on the piece’s psychological impact, demographical basics about
their lives, metrics about their messaging styles and timing, response to
various cards throughout gameplay… the list truly goes on and on.
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ExpBloratory Data Analysis
AXIS OF ENGAGEMENT A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF THE END

We conducted an exploratory analysis of the data collected during The End,
looking for patterns in player activity, participation and self-evaluation. We
examined whether behavior varied across player-level, game-level and

environmental characteristics

To most effectively analyze how players interacted with The End, we created a system of coding based on an “Axis of Player Engagement” that
defined meaningful examples of player’s engaging with the games themes. At its core The End sought to encourage players into meaningful
experiences of play, to engage in deep emotions with bravery and curiosity, reflect on their personal values and past experiences and ideally,
take these awareness into concrete action and transformation in their lives. We defined these four modes of engagement as follows:

STEPPING INTO 

THE MAGIC CIRCLE
Correctly

DISPLAYING 

VULNERABILITY & BRAVERY

following game rules,
bonding with The End as a
character, exhibiting a playful or
humorous attitude, “buying in” as a
player

Expressing curiosity or desire for
surprise, offering genuine displays of
feeling, confronting difficult material,

“O End, companion in darkness
these May days, unfurl thy
mystery!”

“Currently, I'm confronting
feelings of anxiety that I will leave
someone off, that I've forgotten
who has died.”

sharing personal information

REFLECTING ON AND 

DEFINING PERSONAL VALUES
Making

current action plans or change
to ones life, defining concrete steps for
future plans or one’s legacy

TAKING AGENCY AND 

UNDERGOING TRANSFORMATION
Assessing

one’s gameplay experience,
general worldview, pattern of life
behavior or values and beliefs

“I don't want to live there, in the
future. But it's so grand to have
one..”

“Perhaps I should make more of
an effort to recognize when I need
calming, and utilize this list.”

Player Maps

Every player approached The End differently. These player maps highlight
those differences by showing how each played The End according to the
axis of engagement. Each cluster of four circles represents a single player
distribution.
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Players with a history of depression were on average about 1
fewer message per active day in Stepping into the Magic
Circle and Displaying Vulnerability and Bravery.

Maps, Categories & Decks
o get a sense of how individual player maps amount to collective
patterns of play, we’ve created this figure to illustrate the aggregate
totals of the axis of engagement and their distribution throughtout
the decks over the course of The End.
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Engagement Map
The engagement map charts how players interfaced with The End over
the month. Each dot in this figure represents a text message sent
from players to The End, Patterns of play emerge as we explore when
during the day and throughout the month players tuned in.
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Patterns of Engagement
Player fatigue
Players seem to need a rest
at the end of week 3

12:00AM
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7:30AM-9:00AM:
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12:00PM-6:00PM:
6:00PM-11:00PM:

8.6%

14.4%

32.7%

44.3%

““

The End 

should be

required for all
humans

The End Documentation and Online Compendium
As with many of my interdisciplinary projects, the “performance” component of The End
was just one piece of a larger process that I shared with the public. I found the gathering
of resources around this subject, the development of this transmedial performance form,
as well as reflection and education (in written form, workshops with industry
professionals, and public talks about the piece) all came to be part of The End’s overall
scope and impact. In addition to the run itself, I co-hosted a “theater/game jam” in
collaboration with Emerson’s Engagement Game Lab; held a series of “Death Over
Dinner” story circle events in which we gathered people together to talk about end of life;
held one-on-one workshop sessions with artists in the community to share lessons learned
from the project and develop their own ideas; presented two papers about the game at the
American Society of Theatre Research and Games for Change conferences; held a TEDstyle talk at Drexel University about the work six months after its completion; co-created
a visual arts exhibit for the gallery Vox Populi; and, most recently, undertook a year-long
quantitative analysis of the data it produced.
While all of these extended aspects of the work can’t be shared in detail here, the final
pages of this packet offer a glimpse into a massive online compendium I created for those
interested in “looking under the hood” of how The End works.

Because the game largely took place in the digital sphere, it seemed fitting to create a
website that could house this vast array of game archive materials. This was posted
online as the “Ultimate Insider’s Guide” to The End on my company’s website. Within it
players could navigate through a number of areas from artist-centric lessons about form
to research on the subject of death and dying. Below are a few screenshots from that site.

The main web page for The End online compendium

A screen shot of the different areas a user can explore on the site

I created a “walk through” that gave people a more literal sense of the daily play of the
game and its progression. I also wrote a short pedagogical guide to working in the hybrid
game/theater format giving useful lessons we learned in creating the game and gathered
dramaturgical inspirations into a packet for others to use.
Screenshots from “Philosophies of Game Theater” guide available on the site

Also on the site was an archive of our game manual with excerpts from training materials
so other artists could explore our game’s mechanical structure.
Screenshot from the “Manual” tab on the site

Screenshot from the “Manual” tab on the site and The End manual excerpts

I also included a selection of our “run time” documents to give fellow artists a sense of
how we managed the day-to-day implementation of the game

Sample “Run Documents” – player dossier and month map

Many players remarked during the run that they wished they’d had a single reference for
all the sources the game cites throughout the web portal. In response I created a syllabus
of mortality-themed source material inspired in style by the Beyoncé Lemonade syllabus
created by Candice Benbow.

Excerpt pages from mortality syllabus on the site

I also created a page with the extensive data analysis (detailed earlier) and a collection of
links to the different ways we publicly shared of the project in writing, presentation and
educational workshops.
Screenshots from “Public Sharing” tab on website: Vox Populi gallery exhibit on
The End, Drexel talk, and ASTR paper abstract housed there

